
PRESS RELEASE
The family is growing !

The APKLQ announces the integration of Eastern Quebec championship in its activities 
and positions itself at the forefront of the development of karting in Quebec.

Were present (from left to right): Sacha Gagnon (Sh), Luc Lussier (SH) Alexandre Louet (KCR), Dominique Labrecque 
(PSL), Robert Foteas (KQ), Mario Dufour (APKLQ), Roland Voyer (APKLQ), Stéphane Couturier (SCP).  Were absent from 
the picture: Claude Frédérique (APKLQ), Richard Bryan (APKLQ) and Patrick Bellemare Karting TR.



With its mission instead leisure karting drivers at the center of its priorities with an event 
has  focused  on  the  development,  the  Association  of  Quebec  leisure  karting  drivers 
innovates with the collaboration of Quebec Karting and track owners. She gives you all 
the key events in a format including a championship hands for leisure categories.  We 
also include amateur and elite categories.

Thus, according to the number of registered and experience in the evolutionary cycle of  
each pilot, the categories can be modulated accordingly.

AMATEUR LEISURE
mini Briggs Rental Briggs
B riggs Jr Recreation Rotax Jr
Briggs & Briggs master Rotax Recreation
ELITE DD2 & DD2 Masters

F125 ROK
Trois-Rivières,  February 12, 2015 - For us it  is  a new beginning for the sport by putting the 
interests of drivers and fans at the center of our organization. We are volunteers who practice 
this wonderful hobby with passion. We have no profit center and our only interest is to grow by 
doing karting discover more concretely. The more experienced pilots and elites will  also find 
their place and they will be able to develop there Steering art in a competitive environment, safe  
and friendly. They will become in some sort of role model or the goal. Their shared experience to 
as many people will be key because karting is also the assistance and knowledge sharing. These 
elite drivers will be able to put forward the leadership that we recognize them immediately.

Thus, accompanied championship lighter regulation will have 5 races one evening.  Confirmed 
tracks  are  participating  SC  Performance  in  Saint-Celestin,  KCR  Karting  in  Quebec  and  at  SH 
Karting in Saint-Hilaire. We are in discussions with other track owners to assess the possibility of 
offering  our  Tour  Karting  leisure  series  including  our  championship  qualified  to  emerging  
markets to mature.

So  from  now  on,  it  will  go  fast! Regulations,  tire  choices  and  other  issues  related  to  the 
organization will be communicated soon.

Then all your calendars!

Our season starts on April 24 with an open day at the karting track of Pointe-du-Lac. This will be 
the KartFest! It  is  the  feast  of  those  who  practice  this  sport  and  this  day  will  provide  an  
opportunity  to  test  kart  categories,  weigh  our  karts  and add  weight  to  the  need to  attend 
demonstrations and product presentations, lectures, ride, share, make themselves known, smile 
and live our full passion! The dates of our activities are:



OFFICIAL CALENDAR OF APKLQ YEAR 2016:

Reference: Mario Dufour (APKLQ) 819-383-3380, mdufour65@gmail.com        

          : https://www.facebook.com/groups/APKLQ/

mailto:mdufour65@gmail.com

